
8 Things You Need To Know
About Mitt Romney

1. OBAMACARE =
ROMNEYCARE:
Mitt Romney used
Massachusetts
government
powers to force
individuals to
purchase
signature
government-run
health care with a
dismal track
record of bad
service and high cost. In May 2009, Romney
cited his health care program as one of his “best
ideas.” The RomneyCare health care plan
formed the basis for Obama’s Socialist
ObamaCare health care “reform.”

2. TAXES: As the Governor of Massachusetts,
Romney raised “fees” (taxes) by nearly $730
million a year. In 2007, at a campaign event in
Iowa, Romney called flat taxes “unfair.”  Flat
taxes unfair? Only a socialist would say that
some should pay more than others to even the
playing field. Second plank of The Communist
Manifesto.

3. SOCIALIST ECONOMIC STIMULUS &
FINANCIAL SERVICES BAILOUT: Romney
supported the Troubled Asset Relief Program
(TARP), and still does today. Intervention in the
economy is contradictory to conservative
principles. Conservatives favor small, limited,
Constitutional government. In September 2008,
Romney told Michigan residents at an event
there that the financial services bailout was
absolutely necessary.  As of October 2011,
Romney's top three contributors to his
presidential campaign are Goldman Sachs,
Credit Suisse and Morgan Stanley.

4. COUNCIL ON FOREIGN RELATIONS (CFR):
13 of the 23 Special Advisers Mitt Romney
selected for his Foreign Policy and National
Security Advisory Team are members of the
CFR.  At least 56% of Romney’s special
advisors are members of an organization whose
leadership has made no secret of their
socialistic-communistic agenda.

5. RIGHT TO LIFE: In 2002, during Romney’s
campaign for Governor of Massachusetts, he
pledged to “preserve and protect” a woman’s
right to choose (abortion). Flip-flopping, he now
claims to be staunchly pro-life.

6. IRAQ WAR: Romney supports the war in Iraq
and issued a scathing rebuke of President
Obama's decision to withdraw all U.S. troops
from Iraq by the end of 2011.

7. CLIMATE CHANGE & CARBON TAXES: Mitt
Romney thinks humans are causing the earth to
heat up and thinks carbon taxes are a good
thing.  In June 2011, he pandered to a New
Hampshire crowd that he thinks man has
contributed to climate change and urged a
reduction of greenhouse gases, saying "I
believe the world is getting warmer, and I
believe that humans have contributed to that.
It's important for us to reduce our emissions of
pollutants and greenhouse gases that may be
significant contributors."  In 2004, as Governor
of Massachusetts, Romney introduced the
Massachusetts Climate Protection Plan, a
package of policies that acknowledged the
existence of anthropogenic global warming.
When crafting the legislation, he sought advice
from White House science czar and eugenics-
pusher John P. Holdren.  In Romney's book "No
Apologies" he calls for 'carbon taxes' to be
assessed on fossil fuels. Second law of
socialism, group people together with fear and
socialistic solutions.

8. SECOND AMENDMENT: In 1994, Mitt favored
strong gun control laws. First rule of socialism,
disarm the general populous.

The evidence is overwhelming that Romney’s business
experience did not help him govern as a conservative
when in fact, he governed Massachusetts as a big
government, anti-family liberal. His flip-flops on
numerous foundational issues shortly before he
became a presidential candidate causes us to question
his sincerity, and his suspect “conversion” to the pro-life
view has been undermined by the numerous pro-
abortion actions taken after his alleged epiphany.
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